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The Central Board of Excise
and Customs (CBEC) has
revised its 2008 guidelines for
determining the value of
imported second-hand capi-
tal goods, for the purpose of
charging duty. Its circular 
(No. 25 of October 15) first
affirms a fundamental propo-
sition in customs valuation
law, that where used second-
hand machinery
is exported to
India and the 
sale meets all 
the requirements
in the Customs
Valuation Rules
of 2007 (CVR-
2007), the price
paid or payable
will be the basis
for determining
the assessable val-
ue. However, the
circular goes on to
undermine that
basic mandate. 

Section 14 of
the Customs Act,
1962, gives pri-
macy to the transaction 
value i.e., the price paid or
payable for imported goods.
Rule 12 of CVR-2007 has
some criteria for doubting 
a transaction value declared
by an importer and for
rejecting it. CBEC now 
adds its own criteria for
rejection of the transaction
value, by prescribing com-
parison of the declared 
value with that determined
on the basis of a chartered
engineer’s certificate. 

CBEC says the value
declared by an importer
shall be examined with
respect to the report of a
chartered engineer and the
depreciated value of the
goods, determined in terms
of circular No. 493/124/86-
Cus VI dated November 11,
1987, and one of January 4,
1988. If this comparison

does not create any doubt
on what is declared, these
may be accepted. If there
are significant differences
arising from such a 
comparison, the officer 
concerned shall seek an
explanation from the
importer to justify the
declared value. The officer
will determine if the
declared value may be
accepted. If rejected, the
value is to be determined in
terms of rules 4 to 9 of 
CVR-2007, says CBEC.
These instructions are not
very different from its 
earlier circulars. 

The latest circular also
says inspection/appraisal
reports by a chartered 
engineer or equivalent,
based in the country of 
sale of the second-hand
machinery, must be accept-
ed by Customs. It prescribes

the format in
which these
reports shall be
prepared. 

If an importer
does not pro-
duce this report
in the prescribed
format from the
country of sale,
he might engage
the services of
inspection agen-
cies as in the
Handbook of
Procedures, Vol.
1 (HB-1), notified
by the Direct-
orate General of
Foreign Trade. 

In case the agencies noti-
fied in HB-1 are not avail-
able at the port of import,
the importers will be free to
select any chartered engi-
neer from those empanelled
by the Customs House at
the port. The circular pre-
scribes the format of the
certificate to be obtained
from the agencies in India.  

What CBEC has done is
to relegate to the back-
ground the primacy in law
given to the transaction val-
ue. Instead, it gives primacy
to the depreciation method
prescribed by it, a method
upheld in some judge-
ments. Importers have to
comply with the circular, no
matter how genuine their
transactions with suppliers. 
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CBEC now adds 
its own criteria for
rejection of the
transaction value, 
by prescribing
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declared value with
that determined 
on the basis of a
chartered engineer’s
certificate

Cutting-edge Israeli radar wins air
force approval for Tejas fighter
Israeli AESA radar for Jaguar, to be upgraded for new Tejas
AJAI SHUKLA
HAL (Bengaluru), 25 October

T he Indian Air Force (IAF),
after years of opposing the
indigenous Tejas light com-

bat aircraft (LCA), now accepts it is on
track to be a world-class light fighter. 

The specifications of the new
Tejas — termed Standard of
Preparation–2018 (SoP-18) — were
agreed in New Delhi on September
23, between the air force and the
Tejas’ designers and manufacturers.
One hundred SoP-18 Tejas fighters
will join the IAF, starting 2018-19.

The key battle-winning capability
in the SoP-18 Tejas is “active elec-
tronically scanned array” (AESA)
radar that Israel will develop jointly
with India. This was the clincher that
made the IAF agree to buy 100 
SoP-18 fighters from Hindustan
Aeronautics Ltd (HAL), in addition to
the 20 Tejas Mark I already on order.

HAL also undertook to equip the
SoP-18 Tejas with air-to-air refu-
elling, a “self-protection jammer”
(SPJ) under the fighter’s wing, and
to refashion the layout of internal
systems to make the fighter easier to
maintain. Yet, it was the AESA radar
that conclusively grabbed the IAF’s
attention. No Indian fighter has this
capability yet nor does any fighter
with Pakistan or China.

AESA radar enjoys key advantages
over conventional “manually steered”
radar. In the latter, the antenna is
moved manually to let the radar
beam scan the sky for enemy targets.
In AESA radar, the beam moves elec-
tronically, switching between multi-
ple targets so rapidly that it effective-
ly scans them simultaneously, even
when they are located far apart — in
the air, on sea, and the ground. By
switching its beam rapidly, the 

“multi-tasking” AESA radar can
simultaneously track enemy aircraft,
guide missiles to those targets, and
jam enemy communications and
radar. In modern-day aerial combat,
AESA radar would be a key difference
between defeat and victory.

Since India’s Defence R&D
Organisation (DRDO) cannot yet
miniaturise airborne radar for a fight-
er’s nose (it has built a larger radar for
airborne early warning and control
aircraft), the Tejas fighter was
equipped with the EL/M-2032 radar,
bought from Israeli company, Elta.

The impending replacement of
this manual radar with Elta’s ELM-
2052 AESA radar illustrates the sym-

biosis between Israel’s high-tech
defence industry and India’s 
equipment-hungry military, and
how each sustains the other.

Business Standard first reported
the IAF’s decision to order 100
improved Tejas Mark 1A fighters
(August 13, With Tejas Mark II years
away, HAL asks air force to buy Tejas
Mark 1A, and October 2, Parrikar
cuts Gordian knot to boost Tejas
line). Now, from HAL Bengaluru,
comes this account of how Elta’s
ELM-2052 AESA radar was chosen.

The decision stems from the IAF’s
ongoing plan to refurbish its 123-air-
craft Jaguar fleet, upgrading those six
squadrons of deep penetration strike

aircraft to continue in service for anoth-
er 15-20 years. This involves spending
$2 billion (~13,000 crore) on new, more
powerful engines (the Honeywell 
F-125N has been chosen); upgrading 
61 Jaguars with HAL’s vaunted 
DARIN-3 navigation-attack system,
and arming the fleet with lethal, smart
munitions like the Textron CBU-105
“sensor-fuzed bombs” that India
bought from the United States in 2010.

Then, in 2012, Elta sensed an
opportunity and offered to equip the
Jaguar with its new ELM-2052 AESA
radar. This would provide the Jaguar
real ability to beat off enemy fighters,
even while on its primary mission of
ground strike. Says HAL
Chairman T Suvarna Raju:
“I was delighted when Elta
offered the AESA radar for
the Jaguar. Elta wanted
neither development costs
nor more time.”

Elta’s offer, however,
came with the condition
that at least one more fighter in the
IAF’s inventory should field the ELM-
2052 AESA radar. To sweeten the deal,
Elta offered to work jointly with HAL on
an improved version of the ELM-2052.

This was a win-win for both Elta
and HAL. “Look at the market HAL
provides Elta. The 61 Jaguars being
upgraded to DARIN-3 would all be
fitted with the ELM-2052. At least
100 Tejas would get the improved
version, possibly with more to 
follow. Meanwhile, 50 IAF Mirage-
2000 fighters are being upgraded,
but with a manual radar that could
become obsolescent quickly. So the
improved AESA could eventually
equip the Mirage fleet too, adding
up to 200-plus radars,” says Raju.

Aerospace industry experts high-
light other benefits for Elta. While
bearing the design and development

cost of the new AESA radar, the Israeli
company would save a great deal of
money by having flight-testing done
on IAF Jaguars. “Israeli Aircraft
Industries (IAI is Elta’s parent com-
pany) and HAL have signed an agree-
ment that says we would partner IAI
in developing the improved AESA
radar for the Tejas,” confirms Raju.

Defence ministry sources say the
agreement specifies that 60 per cent
of the new radar, by value, would be
manufactured in India.

The Elta proposal is typical of how
Israeli defence companies do business,
explains a senior HAL manager. The
Israeli Air Force operates US-built F-15

and F-16 fighters, which
come fitted with US-
designed AESA radar. All
this comes to Israel free, as
US military aid to a crucial
ally. That leaves little space
in Israel’s military inventory
for equipment built by
domestic companies like

Elta. Yet, the Israeli government insists
on nurturing its defence industry, in
case the pipeline from Washington ever
shuts. “To stay in business and to fund
high-tech R&D, Israeli defence compa-
nies like Elta rely heavily on sales to
India, particularly the IAF”, says 
aerospace expert Pushpinder Singh.

Illustrating Israeli capabilities, the
Tejas Mark I was already armed with
an all-Israeli combination of the Elta
EL/M-2032 radar, the Derby and
Python air-to-air missiles, and a data
link that digitally interconnected
these. Indian test pilots say this was
a “world-class” air-to-air combat 
configuration. But now, the Elta-HAL
AESA radar could make Tejas a more
capable air-defence fighter. 

Next:Tejas adds range & electronic
warfare ability to stake stronger IAF claim
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were agreed in New Delhi on
September 23, between the air
force and the Tejas’ designers
and manufacturers
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fighters will join the IAF,
starting 2018-19
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addition to the 20 Tejas Mark I
already on order

ON THE WINGS OF
TEJAS

Govt telcos in talks with pvt operators to share spectrum
MANSI TANEJA
New Delhi, 25 October

To generate more revenue, gov-
ernment-owned Bharat Sanchar
Nigam (BSNL) and Mahanagar
Telephone Nigam (MTNL) have
started discussion with private
telecom companies, to share
spectrum. “We are talking to
two-three private operators. We
have unutilised spectrum in
many locations, in different 

circles,” a senior BSNL official
told Business Standard.

MTNL offers services in Delhi
and Mumbai; BSNL in the rest of
the country. Both have been
struggling to survive in the 
competitive sector, losing a lot of
money for quite a while. BSNL
had a loss of ~7,600 crore in 2014-
15. MTNL’s loss in this financial
year’s first quarter was ~745 crore.

The move could help private
telcos address the issue of a rise

in call drops, with more spec-
trum. It will also help them raise
efficiency of their spectrum use.

BSNL was already in discus-
sion with some private telcos 
for intra-circle roaming arrange-
ments. Now that the government
has allowed sharing of spectrum,
the talks have been hastened, 
its official said. However, to allow
spectrum sharing between two
big telecom entities, the govern-
ment needs to relax the spec-

trum cap limits. The department
of telecom had internally decid-
ed not to do so. According to 
the existing rules, an operator
cannot hold more than 25 per
cent of the spectrum assigned to
all companies in a particular 
circle or more than 50 per cent 
of spectrum assigned in a 
particular frequency band.

The caps mainly prohibit any
sharing or trading among opera-
tors with large spectrum holdings.

| BSNL’s loss in 
2014-15 was
~7,600 crore

| MTNL’s loss in
this financial year’s
first quarter was
~745 crore

PAYING THE PRICE

THE INAUGURATION of
Andhra Pradesh’s new
capital city is a valuable
time to take stock 
of India’s urbanisation
prospects.

A World Bank study of
urbanisation in South Asia released
last month points out, through 
Table 1, that South Asia is the least
urbanised major world region.
However, the Bank’s own estimate of
urban agglomeration is considerably
— almost twice — as high as India’s
domestic estimate, a point made for
all the South Asian countries in 
Table 2. As Table 3 shows, South Asia
is not urbanising as fast as its low
urban ratio would suggest, either,
well behind East Asia and on a par
with sub-Saharan Africa. Nor is
South Asia becoming urban at the
rate that seems appropriate for its
stage of economic development, 
as Table 4 suggests.

However, South Asia’s share of
global gross domestic product (GDP) 
is well below its share of the global
urban population, as Table 5 makes
clear. This suggests that its cities are
under-performing. The worry is that, 
as Table 6 shows, manufacturing
employment has simply failed to grow 
in the metropolitan core or in suburban
towns. In fact, the only real urban job
growth has come in the real estate sector.

As Table 7 shows, unorganised
manufacturing, once a non-urban
phenomenon, has increasingly spread 
to the cities after liberalisation.

A look at the
country’s
urbanisation
prospects
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6: MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT HAS FAILED TO GROW...
Employment growth in Indian metropolitan cores and their
peripheries, by sector, 1998–2005 (% change)

1: SOUTH ASIATHE LEAST URBANISED MAJOR WORLD AREA
Share of urban population in total population (%)

Source: Ghani, Goswami, and Kerr 2012 based on National Sample Survey Organization data, from Leveraging Urbanisation in
South Asia, World Bank, 2015

7:...WHILE UNORGANISED MANUFACTURING HAS SPREAD
Increased urbanisation of unorganised manufacturing in India,
1989–2005 Urban shares (%)
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Note: AI indicates urban shares based on the agglomeration index; UN indicates official national estimates of urban shares (which, forSouth
Asia, include the share of the population living in India’s census towns) as taken from World Urbanisation Prospects; EAP = EastAsia and Pacific;
ECA= Europe and Central Asia; LAC= Latin America and the Caribbean; MENA= Middle Eastand North Africa; OECD = Organisation forEconomic
Co-operation and Development; OHIE = otherhigh-income economies; SAR = South  Asia; SSA= Sub-Saharan Africa; Source: Calculations
based on UN World Urbanisation Prospects: 2011 Revision data, from Leveraging Urbanisation in South Asia, World Bank, 2015

Note: Metropolitan core includes an area with a radius of 10 km centred on the main metropolis. Suburban towns comprise urban areas
10–50 km from the metropolitan core, and suburban villages comprise rural areas in the same vicinity. These figures are averages forthe seven
largestmetropolitan areas (in descending orderof population): Mumbai, Delhi, Bengaluru, Kolkata, Chennai, Hyderabad and Ahmedabad.
Source: World Bank2013 based on Economic Census data covering manufacturing establishments of all sizes (organised and unorganised),
from Leveraging Urbanisation in South Asia, World Bank, 2015

2: BANK’S ESTIMATE OF URBAN ALMOST TWICE OF INDIA’S
Share of the population classified as urban: Official definitions and AI, 2010(%)

Note: AI indicates urban shares based on the agglomeration index methodology; UN indicates estimates based on official national
definitions of urban areas as taken from UN World Urbanisation Prospects: 2011 Revision. For India, the official definition of “urban
areas” includes census towns; AFG = Afghanistan; BGD = Bangladesh; BTN = Bhutan; IND = India; LKA = Sri Lanka; MDV = Maldives; 
NPL = Nepal; PAK = Pakistan From  Leveraging Urbanisation in South Asia, World Bank, 2015

Note: EAP = East Asia and Pacific; ECA = Europe and Central Asia; LAC = Latin America and the Caribbean; MENA = Middle East and
North Africa; SAR = South Asia; SSA = Sub-Saharan Africa; Source: Calculations based on UN World Urbanisation Prospects: 2011
Revision data, from Leveraging Urbanisation in South Asia, World Bank, 2015

3: S ASIANOT URBANISING AS FAST AS LOW RATIO INDICATES
Annual growth rate ofSouth Asia’s urban share vs other regions, 2000–11 (%/year)

5: S ASIAN CITIES UNDER-PERFORM IN TERMS OF GDP SHARE 
Global GDP share minus global urban population share, 2011

Note: GDP is measured at2011 constant(purchasing powerparity) international dollars. EAP = EastAsia and Pacific; ECA= Europe and Central Asia;
LAC= Latin America and the Caribbean; MENA= Middle Eastand North Africa; NAC= North America; SAR = South Asia; SSA= Sub-Saharan Africa
Sources: Calculations based on UN World Urbanisation Prospects: 2011 Revision and World BankWorld DevelopmentIndicators data,  from
Leveraging Urbanisation in South Asia, World Bank, 2015

4: S ASIA’S URBANISATION DOESN’T MATCH ECONOMY
Annual growth rate ofSAsia’s urban population vs annual growth rates historically
experienced bytoday’s developed countries (urban share growth rate in %)

Note: Europe comprises Austria, Hungary, Belgium, Bulgaria, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands,
Norway, Portugal, Romania, the Russian Federation, Serbia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. Other
developed countries comprise Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United States
Sources: Calculations based on UN World Urbanisation Prospects: 2011 Revision data and historical urban share data from Bairoch
and Goertz (1986, 288), from Leveraging Urbanisation in South Asia, World Bank, 2015


